ABSTRACT: This is a qualitative study with the aim to understand the meaning of experiencing illness for a child with cancer. The thematic drawing-story was used, with eight children aged between 6 and 12 years old, from February to May of 2012. The material was analyzed according to the theoretical and analytical framework of the French Discourse Analysis line, which seeks to understand the socio-historical processes of meaning production. The study revealed that, for the child with cancer, the disease is found out in an unexpected manner and he/she is soon inserted into a new context. In addition, the child faces barriers that may delay diagnosis, having his/her routine changed. The child presents signals and symptoms that cause discomfort and anxiety. At the same time, the child hopes to be healed with the treatment accomplishment. The results may contribute to changes in nursing care for this population.

INTRODUCTION

The growing incidence and the countless repercussions in the lives of children and families experiencing cancer are among the major characteristics of this disease. The diagnosis brings about relevant changes in the child’s lifestyle, provoking physical and emotional alterations resulting from the lack of comfort, pain, disfigurement, dependence, and loss of self-esteem. An attentive look at altered social aspects is quite a significant action in the oncologic treatment, as the child needs to receive comprehensive care. The cure should not be only based upon the biological recovery, but also on the child’s well-being and quality of life. In this sense, the child and his/her family need to be provided with all necessary psychosocial support, beginning in the diagnosis and going through the stages of the treatment. Such support demands the commitment of a multiprofessional health team and a close relationship among the different sectors of society involved in the health care support of the child and his/her family.

Psychosocial factors embedded in the health-disease process of children with cancer include their distancing from home, family, friends and school, as well as all the changes undergone by the child while experiencing the illness. The sickening process unleashes a lack of balance in their existence, when the subject is no longer an active agent, but a passive one concerning the aspects of his/her life. Hence, the emotional conditions are crucial toward recovering the person’s health status, both in the diagnosis and hospitalization processes, as well as in the way the disease is sedimented in his imagination.

From the time cancer is diagnosed onwards, a pathway opens up toward uncertain, painful, prolonged treatments that modify the body, shock the family, and often keep friends away, thus weakening the person’s future plans and bringing about an imminent possibility of death. In this perspective, the child experiences a scary, striking disease, and has to get used to unknown, distressing health services.

One of the major and singular psychosocial aspects unleashed in a child with cancer is the meaning of the sickening process or, in other words, the senses that are built from the moment he/she finds out the illness. Nevertheless, this aspect is generally expressed by the voice of family members and health professionals who cope with the situation, and the viewpoint of the child experiencing the disease is rarely captured.

The apprehension of the child’s voice by scientific studies and his/her multiple languages is a very important step and concurrently a challenging action. One study points out that the research with children is particularly necessary and justifiable to the production of specific knowledge or to other sorts of benefits to this population group, presenting results that would not be achieved without their direct involvement. Whenever children are given a voice, we are provided with the opportunity of understanding the dimension of the disease in their lives, a process that is singularly experienced by them, a personalized knowledge. Therefore, it is believed that the attention to the way the child with cancer addresses the sickening process can provide the necessary support for an effectively comprehensive and humanized nursing practice.

There are few studies in which the child is recognized as a subject that finds out the cancer experience. It should be highlighted that any investigation on this issue may become a fundamental step toward understanding this unusual moment, thus enabling a different look at the alterations of the child’s daily life and the adaptations he/she has to deal with. As such, a question should be posed: how is it for the child to discover the disease? In order to answer this question, the present study had the aim to comprehend the meaning of the sickening experience for the child with cancer.

The knowledge approached from the standpoint of the child on his/her cancer experience is expected to contribute to the reflections on the work of the nurse while planning health care actions toward the child and his/her family, respecting their individualities and specificities and meeting the real needs of people in similar conditions.

METHODOLOGY

This qualitative study was carried out in a Support Center for Children with Cancer in the state of Paraíba. The center assists children and teenagers from 0 through 18 years of age, as well as their caregivers, who usually come from the countryside of the state and from neighboring states. Due to their financial difficulties, these families are solely dependent on this place to carry out the child’s treatment process. The center was inaugurated in 1997 and is capable of assisting up to 24 children and adolescents with their respective companions.
Eight children with cancer participated in the research. Their selection took into account the following criteria: being between six and twelve years of age; having physical and emotional conditions to participate in the study; and having a confirmed diagnosis of cancer for over six months.

In order to assess the physical conditions of the participating children, the study employed the Performance Status (PS) scale of the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG), which establishes scores ranging from 0 (zero) through 4 (four) (PS 0 and PS 4), being 0 (zero) the patient with normal activity and 4 (four) the patient restricted to bed. Therefore, the exclusion criteria adopted in the selection of participants were as follows: children with PS 3 and PS 4 scores, that is, more dependent patients; and visually handicapped children who were not able to draw, an essential criterion employed by the thematic drawing-story technique.

Data were collected between February and May of 2012 by the application of the thematic drawing-story technique. In this study, the theme employed was “a child with cancer”. The subject was instructed to freely produce drawings that would serve as a stimulus for a story-telling process immediately after the production of the drawing. Following the conclusion of this phase, the subject was required to provide follow-up clarifications (the “inquiry” phase). Finally, he/she was asked to title the story. It is important to highlight that only told stories were assessed in this research. The drawing was used as a triggering factor of the dialogue with the child, and it was employed by this study as an illustration of the child’s experience.

The following procedure was carried out after the establishment of the contact with the children and the permission of those who were responsible for them: the child was invited to head to a reserved space and to sit down at a table facing the researcher. Right after the interaction process took place, he/she received twelve color pencils and one black pencil, together with a sheet of paper. The child was then asked to freely draw. After finishing the drawing, the child was required to tell a story about what he/she had drawn. In the inquiry phase, questions were made in order for the child to provide clarifications on either the drawing or the told story, aiming to deepen addressed contents. In the end, the child was requested to title the story. In a second phase, the researcher inserted the following theme: “draw a child with cancer”. After finishing this second task, the child was asked to tell a story on this drawing. The inquiry phase took place again and the child was finally required to provide a title to the story he/she had created. The stories were all recorded and transcribed for further analysis.

The assessment of empirical materials was carried out in compliance with the theoretical-analytical background of the French discourse analysis line. The study began at the linguistic surface representation level and evolved to the discourse level, thus building the discourse corpus, meaning the core of the discourses expressed by the children, in which signification mechanisms can be observed. The discourse object was built after the first round of analysis. The corpus was read again and again, constituting a constant to-and-fro process between theory and analysis, aiming to comprehend meaning production. The analytical reading of the discourse object pointed out several hints of the analytical devices employed in the subjects’ discourses. By identifying paraphrastic, polysemic and metaphoric processes, the arrangements of the discourses were correlated following the analysis of the statements that characterized the subjects’ discourses expressing their ideological standpoint, their correlation with other discourses, historical affiliation networks, and interdiscourses.

All legal and ethical aspects required for studies with human beings were observed. The research was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Center of Health Sciences of the Federal University of Paraíba (CEP/CCS) under protocol number 0380/2011. The adults responsible for the children participating in the study signed the Free and Informed Consent Form.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analytical device was built upon the stories told by the children, the interpretation of the researchers, the theoretical background, and the conditions that produced the distinct languages and standpoints. Two discourse groups were organized: experiences of the child during the process of discovering the cancer and the diagnostic itinerary of discovering the cancer. Based on the analysis of the French discourse analysis line, the following aspects were identified and assessed: the ideological position of subjects; the correlations among the discourses; the affiliated network of meanings; the crisscrosses of the discourse; the unsaid in the discourse; the interdiscourse; and the metaphor.
In order to present the fragments of the discourse, the study adopted a specific codification to the subjects: Cebolinha, Cascão, Dudu, Franjinha, Aninha, Pelezinho, Mônica, and Magali (names of Brazilian comic book characters). In order to identify the adults responsible for the children, or the cities quoted by the children, the study employed letters A, B, C and D. Aiming to preserve the identity of the health institutions referred to, their names were replaced with letters X and Y. Among the subjects of the study, there were three female and five male children. Their diagnoses were as follows: leukemia (5), lymphoma (1), kidney cancer (1), and ovarian cancer (1). As for the treatment stage, three children were undergoing chemotherapy and five were receiving monthly and half-yearly follow-ups. The lowest amount of time for the diagnosis was eight months, and the highest, six years.

Experiences of the child during the process of discovering the cancer

The subject-child with cancer involuntarily accesses a strange context and has to experience totally or partially unknown signals and symptoms that generate diverse reactions, in addition to being submitted to a number of new procedures and environments, which stir his/her daily life. The discourse arrangements make it possible to understand the perceptions of the subject-child that something is not fine in his/her health status due to the signals and symptoms displayed. As observed, the discovery of the disease stands out as a sudden blow, an abrupt occurrence in a moment when the child was experiencing his/her daily routines and activities and seemed to be apparently healthy. In this perspective, the child’s sickening process is an unforeseen, undesirable event. Depending on the type and precocity of the diagnosis, the disease is able to leave severe physical and psychic after effects.¹²

The fragments of the children’s discourses indicate that the subject-child experiencing the discovery of cancer reveals it in quite a particular way, highlighting how unexpectedly the disease took place, provoking the appearance of symptoms overnight, causing him/her to be immediately taken to health service facilities and resulting in the diagnosis of an unknown event that brings about countless stigmas. This line of events can be seen in the following pieces of discourses:

[...] a child [the child in the drawing] that got sick all of a sudden, because that’s how he got sick, out of the blue. At night, then, when I discovered the disease, I was eating one day, then I overate and started vomiting, then the pains showed up, all of a sudden (Pelezinho).

[...] i was watching TV at the hammock and I said, ‘mom, my neck hurts and also my arm’. Then, she saw I had the fever and early in the morning we went to the hospital. Then, they found out this thing (Cebolinha).

[...] he [the child in the drawing] has leukemia. One day, while he was playing, he fell and was taken to the doctor. Then, they examined him in order to know what that was all about, and they found out it was leukemia, a type of cancer (Cascão).

These excerpts from the subjects’ discourses report on the way they realized the process of discovering cancer, either identifying themselves as subjects or indirectly projecting and mentioning a subject-other when referring to the child who produced the drawing.

The surprise at the appearance of the disease is quite clear, as shown by the words of Pelezinho, got sick all of a sudden, because that’s how she got sick, out of the blue. It may be also inferred by the unsaid words in the discourse that the subject-child considered himself to be a healthy kid with a structured life and growing in a unique way,¹³ up until the moment when the signal or symptom unleashed the appearance of the cancer.

The subject-children in this study correlate the symptoms with an episode they deem to have triggered the disease, although such event actually did not have the power to do so. The materiality of the discourse indicates that the disease is symbolically connected to an event, as shown by the following statements:

[...] one day, while he [the child in the drawing] was playing, he fell and was taken to the doctor, and they found out it was leukemia (Cascão).

[...] i was eating one day, then I overate and started vomiting, and the pains showed up, all of a sudden (Pelezinho).

In these pieces of discourse, the subject-children replace the term cancer with metaphors, such as my disease or this thing. The latter, in a certain way, corresponds to a culturally rooted naturalized censorship, as it represents a mortal disease that has been apprehended by the children in their social interactions, leading them to replicate the same perception and ideologically reproduce the situation they were undergoing by means of using exactly the same meaning production mechanism. People with a diagnosis of cancer, or people who refer to the disease, use the expres-
The signals and symptoms originated from cancer provoke feelings and ideas that give birth to different imagery, giving rise to fantasies, and are often related to notions of “evil”, “danger”, “threat”, and “death”, aspects that can mobilize a wide array of expectations and attitudes on those who are affected by the disease, on their social environment and on society at large.15

The appearance of the disease is an abrupt occurrence, at a moment when the children perform their habitual activities, such as playing or watching TV, as observed in the following statements:

[...] I was in the hammock, watching TV (Cebolinha).

[...] one day, when he [the child in the drawing] was playing [...] (Cascão).

[...] when he [the child in the drawing] was playing soccer (Dudu).

In addition to these activities, the discovery of the disease sometimes takes place close to special dates to the subject-child, such as his/her pre-school graduation celebration, shown by some fragments of the discourses. Hence, as it should be expected by a sudden blow, this moment evokes losses, discontinuities and ruptures:

[...] I was very little when I arrived at the hospital, I was just six years old, and I was ready for my first graduation [...] (Aninha).

The signifier was ready for is revealed in the involuntary postponement of plans and the beginning of the adaptation process to the disease for subject Aninha. In this sense, dreams and projects are torn down and will be replaced with sentiments of loss. The sickening process is globally integrated to the child’s daily life, implying a continuous experience of limitations and all aspects related to this group of illnesses.16

A subject-child reports that, [The child in the drawing] lived just fine, but once he was playing soccer with a bunch of other children and he fainted, and was taken to the hospital [...] because he was very weak, because he did not eat much, he did not eat enough, I mean, because he had cancer (Dudu).

The fragment of the discourse above reveals that the child in the drawing used to have a healthy life up to the moment when a symptom destabilized his well-being, the activity of playing soccer, causing him to deal with the hospital environment and the discovery of cancer. The statement ratifies that the perception of being sick is only formulated following the exacerbation of symptoms, which evidences the symbolic power that signals and symptoms have in the discourse. Additionally, the interdiscourse – the current interpretation in the child’s context that children get sick when they do not eat - may also be apprehended.

A study16 shows that children with cancer usually do not feel sick. This finding may stem from the fact that, for many children, the existence of the disease is associated with clinical manifestations and the treatment (visits to outpatient facilities, chemotherapy), as the disease is generally not present in the intervals of such episodes. Besides, the definition of “being sick” is often conditioned by the harmony existing between the patients’ perception on their commitment to their own welfare and the perceptions of people around them on their health status.14

The subject-children describe the initial clinical manifestations of cancer by highlighting signals and symptoms that preceded the diagnosis. Pain, vomiting and fever are a few among them. In this process, pain is the most constant aspect, showing a strong correlation with the discourses.

I felt deep pain. I can’t explain it. I don’t feel it anymore. I cried and cried because I wanted it to go away (Cebolinha).

It was very bad because he thought that pain would never stop (Cascão).

[The child in the drawing] had fever, headache and tumor [...], tummy ache, headache, his tummy was swollen, [...] his leg was swollen (Franjinha).

That was my disease, I felt pain in my legs and arms, I usually had to lie down, I asked my sister to massage them and the pain stopped, but later it returned (Aninha).

These fragments in the discourses clearly show that the position of a subject-child experiencing oncologic pain is revealed as if there were no

words to express how it was to feel it. Nevertheless, pain stands out as a persisting fact that provokes sensations of discomfort and permeates the child’s physical and emotional dimensions. Such positioning reaffirms how unpleasant it is for the children to feel pain, as well as their desire for it to be a temporary condition. The statement he thought that pain would never stop (Cascão) shows the feeling of hopelessness concerning the cessation of the symptom. The experience of the oncologic pain contributes to construct a memory of meanings regarding this symptom, in which the child in the drawing takes up the position of a hopeless subject toward overcoming something that brings him/her plenty of discomfort.

A research points out that the child’s reference to the “feeling sick” process is based on his/her sensations of not feeling well, especially on the pain as a signal that the disease is present. Therefore, “physical pain is one of the major concerns of the children whenever cancer is diagnosed, as cancer is globally known as a painful disease. Pain is a combination of physical, emotional and spiritual pain”. The pain experienced by the child with cancer is influenced and determined by his/her level of development, by the way he/she expresses pain and the ability to cope with it.

The period to accurately diagnose the disease stands out as quite a difficult phase, a time of instability that requires several practical learning processes, such as coping with pain, the environment and the hospital procedures. In this sense, the child and his/her caregivers should be duly oriented and provided with assistance, as well as supported by a multiprofessional team and having their bio-psycho-social needs cared for in order to help them positively deal with this phase. The discourses show that whenever any alteration in the child’s health status takes place, the health care services are immediately sought. Nevertheless, the elucidation of this new context is not always as fast as it is expected, and the child and his/her family often experience an exhausting itinerary toward the discovery of the disease.

Diagnostic itinerary of discovering the cancer

After signals and symptoms show up, the child and his/her caregiver seek the health services. The fragment of the discourse early in the morning we went to the hospital. Then, they found out this thing (Cebolinha) clearly shows the relevance the child and his caregiver give to the immediate search for health services, aiming to find answers regarding what is going on. In this statement, Cebolinha takes the position of a subject who tries to understand what is wrong in his health status.

A study highlights that whenever parents realize that there is something wrong in the child’s health status, they immediately seek medical care in the public system, such as Primary Healthcare Centers, Emergency Services or in the supplemental health system. These attitudes are important so that an early diagnosis of child cancer is achieved.

Although the appearance of the oncologic disease is a sudden fact in the perception of the subject-child, the length of time taken by the medical diagnosis is not equally perceived. The fragments of the discourses depict the delay/uncertainty, the lack of care, the comings and goings of the child and his/her caregivers to health services, as well as the trips to different cities in search for an accurate diagnosis and the beginning of the treatment in reference centers. The following statements show these perceptions:

[...] we went to B, but there was no doctor there, and then they sent us to A. We got here and I was hospitalized, had the surgery and the biopsy [...] (Cebolinha).

[...] the doctor said that it was worm infection, these sorts of things. We started traveling from one place to another, up until the doctor told me to come to A. Then, we did it (Pelezinho).

The study shows that after the symptoms appeared, the subject-child and his/her family started carrying out an itinerary in search for answers for what was going on, sometimes displacing from the city they used to live to other towns, as their hometowns had neither sufficient resources for the diagnosis nor any condition to perform the treatment. Despite the fact that parents seek for health services as soon as the early signals and symptoms show up, the lack of professionals prevents the care process from taking place right away. Such occurrences may delay the diagnosis and intensify the suffering of the child in this initial phase of the disease.

The delay or the error in properly diagnosing cancer is a frequent fact, especially due to the lack of specificity in the symptoms presented. The search for help causes the child and his/her family to undergo different medical specialties, sometimes resulting in an incorrect diagnosis, which delays and hinders the assimilation of the idea of having an oncologic disease and, conse-
subjects are rescued in their totalities. Consequently, undermines the treatment and favors future complications.15

In the fragment of the discourse the doctor said that it was worm infection, these sorts of things. We started traveling from one place to another (Pelezinho), it can be interpreted that during the early manifestations of the disease subject Pelezinho and his family experienced real pilgrimages, moments when doubt is a persisting ally and information is not sufficient, thus filling everyone with insecurity, anguish and fear. The discourse of subject Pelezinho is crisscrossed by the statement of another subject. He embodies the information of a healthcare professional. This statement shows the position of the subject-child who expects an answer to his problem. When explanations are offered in simplistic terms, the suffering time of both the child and his/her family is expanded. Nevertheless, even facing insufficient answers, they do not give up, in spite of having to keep making trips.

Children do realize the problems they have to cope with since the onset of symptoms up until the definition of the cancer diagnosis. Among these, they quote various diagnostic hypotheses with no solution whatsoever for that health problem, the difficulties of access to performing exams and being referred to specialized services, which reflects how frail some principles of the Unified Health System (SUS), such as accessibility and comprehensiveness, still are. Nonetheless, the early definition of the diagnosis, aiming to a more accurate prognosis of the child cancer, is an indispensable step. Hence, effective actions involving the joint work of health organizations and educational institutions should be taken, so that human beings are valued and subjects are rescued in their totalities.

The insertion of both the child and his/her family in the partially or fully unknown world of the hospital environment, with the constant need for exams and invasive procedures, contact with unknown people and devices, and incomprehensible terms are intrinsic factors in the itinerary toward diagnosing cancer. In other words, the child accesses an unpleasant universe very much distinct from that of his/her imagination.

In search for the diagnosis, the performance of exams is perceived by the subject-child as an activity that is repeated again and again, according to the following piece of discourse: they carried out an exam in D and said that it was leukemia, they carried out an exam in E and they said it was leukemia, they carried out an exam here [A] and they said it was leukemia (Aninha). This fragment reveals the recurrence of the same event in different sites, thus reinforcing the presence of the disease, the acceptance process and the experienced pilgrimage from one place to another toward the discovery of the cancer. The repetition of the expression carried out an exam shows that the child is not conceptually aware of which exam was actually performed. On the other hand, the repetition of the fragment they said it was leukemia shows that the child was aware of the importance of the exam toward helping find out the cancer diagnosis.

This new reality found by the subject-child is described in the following discourse: we found it out back there in that place, wasn’t it, C [father]? That doctor used that photography device, that massaging stuff, that hand device that makes massage, how is it called? That... [...] ultrasound, isn’t it? That stuff doctors use with sort of a cream on the person’s tummy? That stuff found it out! The doctor said that it was a lump, she said that we should run to A. Treatment is not good here as it is at X (Pelezinho).

The network of meanings to which subject Pelezinho is affiliated is linguistically materialized by signifiers there and here. While the area where he lives is seen as the place of the discovery of the lump, yet a site that is not able to perform the adequate treatment, the X institution is interpreted as the place where the cure, as well as the well-being and care, are offered and guaranteed. The position of Pelezinho as a subject-child that just found out he had a serious disease shows someone who suddenly got sick and was inserted into an unknown reality with different people, devices and terms, a person that sees his one and only possibility of overcoming the disease by traveling to another city and beginning the treatment at a certain institution, as if he had abruptly been pushed into another reality.

Pelezinho’s discourse is crisscrossed by the discourse sedimented in the health area, as he borrows several terms from this field. Authors affirm that discourses crisscrossed from other discourses are actually the constituents of the subjects’ discourses. Subjects in the discourse analysis are deemed to be asubjected, that is, materially constituted by the language and duly inquired by ideology.

The developments of the cancer diagnosis, the conception of the severity of the disease and the urgency to initiate treatment are revealed in the fragment she said that we should run to A. The metaphor run used by subject Pelezinho implies...
the need of searching for reference centers as quickly as possible in order to trigger the treatment process, thus showing how much the subject demanded specialized and fast care. His opaque discourse shows a child that did not have another choice but displacing to another city for treatment, as his life depended upon it.

In this sense, both the child and his caregiver will have to engage in successive trips, hoping for a future without the disease. The displacement to reference centers brings about countless uncertainties regarding where to stay during the treatment and how to provide for the family in a frequently unknown city where they have no family or friends to count on. In addition, the need to go over these itineraries demands financial investments that are not always within the reach of the social-economic reality of the family.

The subject-child with cancer perceives the disease and is immediately inserted into a new context. In the pathway toward the diagnosis, the child comes across several obstacles that are able to delay him/her. After the confirmation of the disease, the new situation brings along a severe interruption of routines and a burst of feelings of insecurity that may be quite negative in coping with the challenge. Amidst this context, the child feels signals and symptoms that generate discomfort and anxiety. Concurrently, the comings and goings to reference centers for the treatment processes give him/her hope for the cure. These meanings represent the experience of the subject-child while coping with cancer and provide the nursing practice with unique opportunities to reflect on the specific care of this population.

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

The sickening moment originates strong impacts in the lives of both the children and their family while experiencing child cancer. The study showed that the discovery of the disease means to go through signals and symptoms that suddenly take place. These manifestations make the child aware of the presence of the disease and may occur at any moment. Immediately after being identified, the disease leads the child to another reality that will cause him/her to experience what it means to have cancer.

The subject-child approaches the phase of discovering cancer as a continuous search for medical services aiming to an accurate diagnosis. Therefore, it is indispensable that the child health-care integrated network be qualified in order to successfully diagnose cancer in its early stages. Additionally, the sickening process brings about a sense of alteration of habits and routines, leaving the child with no other choice. His/her recovery depends upon such a change. This requires the subject to adapt to a new reality. Even facing several alterations in his/her daily life, the subject-child realizes that, although the treatment is full of adversities, it means his/her only possibility to eliminate the disease.

Taking into account that the discovery of cancer suddenly causes the child and his/her caregivers to dive into a singular reality, the findings in this study show how they experience some aspects of the emergence of the disease, as well as how the discovery process was for the child. These findings can reinforce and broaden the sensitivity of nursing professionals in caring for these subjects as they enter the sickening process, thus benefiting the development of actions directed to the comprehensive care of this population.

Additionally, these findings can also subsidize the process of providing adequate orientation and psychosocial support at the moment the family discovers the disease, as well as a qualified listening process and sensitive dialogue that will enable both the child and his/her family to express their demands. In this perspective, the information provided to the child must be conveyed in such a way that he/she understands what will come in the future, allowing him/her to build more appropriate meanings and fantasies toward coping with the disease. For this purpose, the child must count on an adequate environment so that he/she can keep carrying out his/her activities, in spite of being in a hospital environment.

It is important to highlight that new studies on this issue should be developed, providing the children who experience this situation with a voice, so that the child with cancer and his/her family can be properly cared for.
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